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Scaling at a rapid pace, the adoption of digital modernization has become critical for
�nancial �rms. Partially due to COVID shifting �nancial �rms' needs, customization
software aided with tools for collaboration and e�ciency have become crucial...
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Scaling at a rapid pace, the adoption of digital modernization has become critical for
�nancial �rms. Partially due to COVID shifting �nancial �rms’ needs, customization
software aided with tools for collaboration and ef�ciency have become crucial for
success. With software programmers in high demand, low code and no code tools
have gained much popularity as another avenue.
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Through low code and no code tools, �rms are able to develop and customize
without hiring employees with computer science degrees, but adding additional
skills to an accountant role. Due to low code and no code tools, �nance professionals
will no longer only suggest solutions, but actually be the ones developing them.

What is low code/no code?

While low code and no code have become recent buzzwords in the tech world,
they’re just recently gaining popularity in the �nance space. Low code platforms
enable users to design and create applications with little to no code, allowing non-
developers to build their own business applications. For example, an accounting �rm
may see the need to develop a custom portal that aids a client through the process of
uploading bank statements, �nancial disclosures, expenses, and other details to help
in �ling personal or business taxes.

Eliminating the back and forth of email attachments and mailing or hand-delivering
physical documents can help speed up a well-de�ned process that many accounting
�rms laboriously work through during tax season. The �rm can de�ne a work�ow
and build an entire portal using low code/no code tools. They can even de�ne rules
to ensure users enter the correct data in certain �elds, and ensure what happens to
that data once it’s submitted.

Slightly different, no code software allows users to create apps using drag and drop
features while heavily using a visual environment without requiring any coding
knowledge or experience. Appealing to many industries, low code and no code are
seeing speedy adoption thanks to three factors: it’s cost-effective, there’s no need for
developer skills, and the possibilities are unlimited.

Low code/no code cuts costs and complexity

Because low code is designed for internal teams, it allows less technical people to
build applications. In the past, �nancial �rms would have to outsource and hire
external app developers which are costly as well as time consuming. For example,
hiring a web developer to build a business website from scratch takes on average 12 to
16 weeks and costs between $3,000 and $10,000, in addition to web hosting costs.
Building a website on your own through a low code/no code tool may take one to
two days to browse templates and designs and another three to �ve days to build and
launch the site, and this can come at a cost of between $18 and $40 per month.
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Depending on its complexity, building an app can sometimes take years to �nish, and
many �rms need results quickly. Yet, by using low code and no code tools, non-
developers and IT staff can cut development time drastically. Additionally, for non-
developers, like CPAs, programming efforts are greatly reduced by eliminating the
headaches of directly working with source code. This is a huge relief for �nancial
professionals looking to use low code and no code to program applications such as
complex data bases and business structures.

Other bene�ts of low code and no code platforms include eliminating errors that are
caused by manual coding. Human error is a huge roadblock in ef�ciency. Many
�nance professionals are aware of the disastrous consequences one small mishap can
have in a payroll program or even a complex spreadsheet �lled with formulas and
lookup tables. That being said, automated smart software tools are a huge draw
when it comes to the digital modernization movement. With low code and no code
tools, �rms can eliminate errors that are caused by manual coding.

Low code and no code tools also open the door for scalability. Since low code and no
code platforms handle the complex development aspects for your �rm, �nancial
professionals are now able to expand their �rms application set. With low code
frameworks accountants can now incorporate pre-existing software and build on top
of it to ful�ll their �rm’s unique needs. They can also use app templates as a guide for
future development to be more agile.

One of the other key bene�ts of low code/no code tools is that most of them are cloud
based. By making the switch from on premise solutions, �nancial professionals can
enable testing scenarios, so that their applications are scalable within their
environment.

Low code/no code for complex needs

There are myriad ways that �nance �rms can implement low code/no code to solve
issues and needs. This can range from building internal tools such a custom project
management system to client portals or even customized tax calculators.
Additionally, when working with clients, it’s important that your application is
usable on different types of devices. By using low code platforms, you’re able to
deploy across everything from mobile devices, desktop and cloud. Probably the most
impressive bene�t of low code and no code tools is their ability to shift and scale to
your �rm’s ever changing needs and requirements. Whether your �rm tends to focus
on tax and compliance or bookkeeping and consulting, low code and no code can
provide ef�ciency and allow for the changes you need.
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For many �nance professionals the utterance of “low code” and “no code” can seem
foreign, but it’s important to remember that low code and no code platforms are
speci�cally designed for non-developers. While low code has the ability to handle
complex needs such as building connectors, building multiplatform applications,
and more, there is no need to start at that level. When using low code and no code
tools the key is to start small. There’s no doubt that low code and no code is taking a
front seat in the technology pipeline of the future, so �nancial professionals must
take the time to delve into the software. By implementing low code and no code into
your �nancial �rm, you’ll be able to become more agile, ef�cient, and scalable in a
constantly changing market.

Getting stared with Low Code/No Code

If you’re interested in implementing a low code or no code tool into your �nance
�rm, there are many resources that can help you get started. You can check out this
guide that elaborates on everything from setting up the platform to plug ins,
migrations, application creation, reports and more. To see what low code and no
code options are available to you, you can check out this review of best low code
development platforms.
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